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Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode of legendary leaders. Today is Episode Three in
a series of four, focusing on employee retention. Now, we've already talked about trust
and building trust as a means of driving loyalty, right? Yesterday, we talked about
empowerment, empowering our team, empowering our employees to actually do the jobs
they were hired to do, and allowing them the time and the ability and the capacity to do
that. So that again, they feel supported and allowed to be successful. And so therefore,
they're allowed to be successful, then they are going to stay and continue to be
successful, right? So there would be no cause or reason to want to leave. The third topic
that we're going to focus on today, around employee retention is called appreciation. I'm
calling this one appreciation and I'm calling it that because there's a lot of things that can
fall under The umbrella of appreciation. So let's think through that. How do we drive
loyalty? focusing on appreciating our employees. Well, everyone wants to be appreciated.
Right? Now, I don't mean oh my gosh, you're so amazing. Right? False praise, no one
wants false praise. And no one wants over the top praise and sometimes appreciation to
some people. It isn't praise. Okay. prime example for me. Don't you know thank me 1000
times or don't tell me how amazing I am. Right? That doesn't. That's not comfortable for
me relative to appreciation. It's just who I am. Right maybe that's wrong, but that's me.
And so for me, appreciation isn't over the top thank yous and talking about how amazing
I've done something or how wonderful I am. Right appreciation to me. Like some people It
could just be, you know, hey, great job. One sentence is totally sufficient just awareness,
awareness that I put time and effort into it awareness that, you know, a good job was was
done. Right. So some sort of acknowledgement relative to awareness could be monetary,
right? Definitely could be monetary. Let's think about a bonus, a raise and pay. You know,
not just a performance bonus, but, you know, a monthly bonus for over overachieving or
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over delivering to the KPIs or whatever the case may be, right. It could be money. It could
be gift cards, right? taking someone to dinner or, you know, giving a gift card to Amazon
or Walmart or whatever, right? iTunes, those are some of the most common gift cards
right? So at the end of the day, think about the fact that appreciation isn't just words, it
isn't just money. It could be status, right? What if you know your team is really performing
and you have a direct report that's performing extremely well. And, you know, they
actually have a lower title than the majority of other people on the team. Maybe it's
status, maybe it's a change in title. And they're already performing the role. And so
maybe they want to change in the title that they have. Okay? So it could be status. It
could also be time, right? Maybe they want extra time off or time away or time invested in
being mentored. Maybe it could be time outside of the office, going to workshops and
growing their knowledge or getting a different certification. appreciation comes in a lot of
different types and methodologies. Okay. The most common type of appreciation is either
monetary, or words. And many times, a lot of people get the words wrong. Because I don't
know how to properly appreciate. And so here's what I would tell you. Suck. We already
we already agreed on in the very beginning of this, everyone wants to feel appreciated.
Because again, we're all the heroes in our own stories. We want to be the hero. And when
people appreciate us for doing a good job, it reconfirms the fact that we're on our path to
solving the problem or overcoming the barrier, and being the hero that we have been
created to be in our minds, right. And so when you celebrate someone, you are
reconfirming, the fact that they are on the right path, and everyone needs that
confirmation. Now, you should be giving, you know feedback. And we talked about that
feedback and honest performance reviews and touch bases and training plans. All of that
builds trust, and we talked about that in the first episode. But all of that could also be
taught to appreciation
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When someone does a good job, the point here is that people need to feel appreciation,
but not not everyone likes to be appreciated in the same way. And so your goal is to
determine how your team and not even your team, how each individual on your team
wants to be appreciated. Okay? Some people may just want to go grab a cup of coffee
with you and pick your brain and have one on one time with you as the leader. That could
be a moment of appreciation for them, right? grab a cup of coffee, go to lunch, whatever
it is. It could be time. And so that's my challenge for you today to realize that appreciation
is one of the key things that will maintain employee retention. Because if I feel valued, and
you see the value that I'm bringing to the organization, and you verbally communicate
that to me or pay me for it, or, you know, change my status, or give me time, invest time in
some capacity, then you know, I'm going to be more loyal to you, right? you've invested in
me and I see that and you're helping me win and you're reconfirming who I am. And you're
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reconfirming that I'm on the right path. So I am right where I need to be. And because of
that, I'm loyal. And I'm not going to go anywhere. I'm going to stay with this company.
And so you're going to retain me as an employee, and that's ultimately the goal, right? So
that's your challenge. Think through who on your team. You know, how are you
appreciating them who's on your team and how are you appreciating them? Do you know
how they like to be appreciated, what matters to them? Find out keep it in your notes,
realize it so that when you do need to appreciate send a card, send a gift card, you know,
call it out praise in front of other people similar to the workshop with Whatever it is, but
then you will know and you will retain them. Because you should if they're doing a good
job, those are absolutely the people you want to keep right. You don't want to lose them,
because you didn't think to praise them or appreciate them properly. So don't miss that.
Just appreciate them and do it in the way in which they need it done. Right, be the leader
they need you to be. Right think through that. Create your list. Know how people like to be
appreciated. And then, as always, go and be legendary.
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